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Abstract:  A new variable in the Riemannian geometry is introduced by the tetrad and the 
Ricci's coefficients of rotation, the characters of curve of the Riemannian geometry are determined 
completely by the new variable; for general relativity, all the Einstein-Hilbert action, the Einstein 
equation in general relativity and the Dirac equation in curved spacetime can be expressed by the 
new variable, and, further, as well the action of the theory on the interaction of gravitational, 
electromagnetic and spinor field (TGESF). All the characters of transformations of the new 
variable, the Einstein-Hilbert action and the action of TGESF under the general coordinate 
transformations and the local Lorentz transformations are discussed, respectively. After presenting 
the method of introduction of gravitational field in terms of the principle of gauge invariance 
based on the Dirac equation, and the ten constraint conditions for the tetrad are given, the 
vacuum-vacuum transition amplitude with the Faddeev-Popov ghost and the terms of external 
sources of the pure gravitational field is presented; finally, as well that of TGESF. 
 
 
1  Introduction 
As well known, there are two kinds of basic variables for expressing general relativity: the 
metric tensor µνg  and the tetrad field 
α
µ







µβαµν η ˆˆˆˆˆˆ eeeeg == .                           (1) 
We use the Greek alphabet to denote spacetime indices, and the Greek alphabet with the symbol 
"^" to denote the local frame components, the Greek alphabet with the symbol"^" is raised or 



















α δδη ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ  ,  , === eeeeege .                    (2) 
On the other hand, there has been great and continual interest for seeking new variables to 
express the theory of gravity. For example, the canonical form of the Einstein-Hilbert action using 
the Ricci's coefficients of rotation[1], the loop quantum gravity based on the Ashtekar variables[2], 
the teleparallel gravity based on the Weitzenböck connection[3], the theory of spin-2 field using 
the Fierz tensor[4], and some variables in the gauge theory of gravity and supergravity[5, 6] and 
that of super-string, etc. 
In this paper, we introduce a new variable µνλF  in the Riemannian geometry in terms of the 
tetrad and the Ricci's coefficients of rotation. The new variable µνλF  has the following main 
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characters:  
① Its definition is very simple, in fact, µνλF  is only a re-representation of the Ricci's 
coefficients of rotation in the global manifold coordinate system. 
② Its function is strong: As viewed from mathematics, the characters of curve of the 
Riemannian geometry are determined completely by µνλF , because the Riemann curvature tensor 
µ
ρνσR  can be expressed by µνλF ; on the other hand, for physics, especially general relativity, all 
the Einstein-Hilbert action, the Einstein equation in general relativity and the Dirac equation in 
curved spacetime can be expressed by µνλF , and, further, as well the action of the theory on the 
interaction of gravitational, electromagnetic and spinor field (abbreviated TGESF). 
③ Its behave is well, because some quantities expressed by µνλF  have well characters 
under coordinate transformations. 
There are two kinds of coordinate transformations: The general coordinate transformations of 
the global manifold coordinate system when the local frame coordinate system is fixed 
(abbreviated T-1), and, contrarily, the local Lorentz transformations of the local frame coordinate 
system when the global manifold coordinate system is fixed (abbreviated T-2).  
Just as the Yang-Mills field can be introduced by the principle of gauge invariance based on 
the Dirac equation, gravitational field whose Einstein-Hilbert action is expressed by µνλF  can be 
introduced by the principle of invariance under T-1 and T-2 based on the Dirac equation as well. 
And, further, all the characters of transformations under T-1 and T-2 of the Einstein-Hilbert action 
and the action of TGESF expressed by µνλF  are so well that we can use directly the technologies 
of the modern gauge theory of quantized field to realize quantization of the pure gravitational field 
and, further, to establish a quantized TGESF. The quantum theory of the pure gravitational field 
established in present paper is different from the earlier covariant quantization form for general 
relativity[7]. 
 
2  The expression for classic general relativity in terms of a new variable 
2.1  Introduction of the new variable 
At first, we represent some results in Ref. [8].  










gLgRL g ,               (3) 
)(den
σρσραβσβρρασαβ ΓΓΓΓ −=− gLg ;                         (4) 












ρνσ ΓΓΓΓΓΓ −+−=  , ,R  
can be expressed by the tetrad field αµ
ˆe : 








ρνσ eeeR −= ,                          (5) 
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Substituting the above formula to (3), we have 




















denG eeeeL −=− .                          (7) 
Notice the difference between (7) and (4): denG−L  is a scalar in the Riemannian geometry but 
den−gL  to be not, the remainder of den−gL  and denG−L  is a total derivative: 






























βνµαγβα ˆˆ ;ˆˆˆˆ eeer =                               (8) 










denG rrrrL −=− ,                        (9) 
The above contents (from (3) to (9)) can be found in Ref.[8], the proof that the Einstein 
equation can be obtained by denG−L  given by (7) or (9) in terms of the corresponding 
Euler-Lagrange equation can be found in Ref.[8] as well.  





















































































                     (10) 
We see that µνλF  is only a re-representation of the Ricci's coefficients of rotation in the global 
manifold coordinate system, and according to the above definition of µνλF  we can prove that 
raising or lowering Greek alphabet in µνλF  is done by the metric tensor µνg  or µνg , 
respectively; e.g., µρσρσλµλ FgF = , etc. 




µν FFFFL −=−denG ,                     (11) 
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and using the standard method deriving the Einstein equation in terms of the tetrad field αµ
ˆe  [8, 
12] we can prove that denG−L  given by (11) leads to the Einstein equation. 
The characters of curve of the Riemannian geometry is determined completely by the Ricci’s 
coefficients of rotation[9, 10], in other words, by µνλF . 
Analogously to the character that γβα ˆˆˆr  is antisymmetric in the first pair of indices: 
0ˆˆˆˆˆˆ =+ γαβγβα rr ,                            (12) 
µνλF  has the same character as well: 
0=+ νµλµνλ FF ,                            (13) 
thus, the both γβα ˆˆˆr  and µνλF  have at most 24 independent components in the 4-dimensional 
Riemannian geometry, respectively. 
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 , ˆ eeW =  
we can prove 
λ
µνµν
λµνλ ΓWF −= . 
2.2  The characters of transformations µνλF  and the action constructed by µνλF  
There are two systems of coordinate here: the global manifold coordinate system }{ µx  and 








ˆ  and α
µµ
α ξ ˆˆ ∂
∂= xe  are dependent on 
not only }{ µx  but also }{ αˆξ ; and, accordingly, there are two kinds of coordinate 
transformations: T-1 represented by ( )νµµ xxx ~=  and T-2 represented by βαβα ξΛξ ˆˆˆˆ ~)d(d x= , 
respectively. At first, we discuss the case of T-1. (The both definitions of T-1 and T-2 can be found 
in the Section 1, ③ of the present paper.) 
In the case of T-1, as well known, αµ






∂= , that means that 
α
µ
ˆe  are as four covariant vectors; the Ricci’s coefficients of rotation γβα ˆˆˆr  are scalars (There are 
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64 scalar functions, although at most 24 independent scalars in the 4-dimensional Riemannian 




















that means that µνλF  is a three-index covariant tensor in the global manifold coordinate system 
(when the local frame coordinate system is fixed). 
Now we discuss the case of T-2. In this case, αµ












µ ΛΛ ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ ~)( , ~)( exeexe == ,                      (15) 






















β δΛΛδΛΛ == , )(ˆˆˆˆ xαβαβ ΛΛ =  is a function of  the global coordinate  
}{ µx , that means that αβΛ ˆˆ  at different spacetime point maybe different, this is so called the local 
Lorentz transformations. 
























                         (16) 
We see that µνλF  is changed under T-2, of course, this is a foreseeable result. 
    On the other hand, in a general way, a theory is asked to be variable neither T-1 nor T-2, we 
therefore investigate that what forms of the action constructed by the quadratic terms of µνλF  
can satisfies the conditions of invariability under T-1 and T-2. 
At first, if the Lagrange density of a theory is a scalar in the global manifold coordinate 
system, then it is invariable under T-1. Because µνλF  is a three-index covariant tensor for the 
global manifold coordinate system when the local frame coordinate system is fixed, the most 







µνλ εκ FFFbFFaFFL +++=  )(den .           (17) 
where κ  is a constant. 
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γα ΛηΛηΛηΛη ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ   , ==  ,                 (20) 
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α ηΛηΛηη ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ ~~ eeee === , 
and comparing the above expression with (15).  
Substituting the expression of µνλF
~  given by (16) to (19), using (20) and χβχµ
µβ η ˆˆˆˆ ~~ =ee  





















































































































β ΛΛΛΛΛΛ∆ ˆˆˆ  , ˆˆ  , ˆˆˆˆ  , ˆˆ  , ˆˆˆˆ  ,  , ˆˆˆ1 ~~~~~~2 eegeegeega −+−+−= , 
using (20) we have: 








ˆ1 =−=−= σβργσργβσβργσργααβ δΛΛ∆ eegeega . 






































β ΛΛΓΛΛΛΛ∆ eegeegeegb −+−+−−=  

















































































































































































For ε∆  we have 

















































    (21) 
    Summarizing the above results, we obtain the term x4d∫ ∆  in (18): 
. ~~)(


























































  (22) 
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We see, if 0 , 0 ==+ εba , then change of the action L  given by (18) that is constructed by the 
Lagrange density )(den µνλFL given by (17) under T-2 is just only an integral of a total derivative. 
However, )(den µνλFL  is just (11) with the cosmological constant κ  under the condition 
0 , 0 ==+ εba . In this paper we don't take account of the cosmological constant, if we must take 
account of it, what we have to do is just only adding κ  into (11). We therefore have proved that 
the change of denG−L  given by (11) under T-2 is only to raise an integral of a total derivative in 
Einstein-Hilbert action, which does not impact on the derivation of the equation of motion. 
    A question raised from the above discussion is whether there exists a quantity Ω  by which 
a scalar )(den ΩL  can be constructed in the global manifold coordinate system, and, further, 






∂+−→ )()()( )3(denden  
under T-2, where ε∆  is given by (21), and )()3( xwµ  is an arbitrary function. We don't ask such 
Ω  to be constructed by certain quantities in the general relativity; it might be an extra field. If 
such Ω  could be found out, then the term )(den Ωεε µνλµνλ LFF +  could be added into (11). 
We can compare the characters of den−gL  given by (4) with that of denG−L  given by (11): 
①  Either µνg  or αµˆe  can expresses den−gL , but only αµˆe  can expresses completely 
denG−L . 
② There are αµˆe  and the first derivative of αµˆe , but not the second derivative of αµˆe , in the 
both expressions of den−gL  and denG−L , similarly, there are µνg  and the first derivative of 
µνg , but not the second derivative of µνg , in the expression of den−gL  expressed by µνg . 
③ den−gL  is invariable under T-2 but variable under T-1, contrarily, denG−L  is invariable 
under T-1 but variable under T-2. The both changes are only to raise an integral of a total 
derivative which is dynamically irrelevant in Einstein-Hilbert action, respectively. 
Another question raised from the above discussion is whether one can find out a quantity Θ  
which has the following characters: (i) the Lagrange density )(den ΘL  constructed by Θ  can 
recur perfectly general relativity, especially, by which the Einstein equation can be obtained; (ii) 
)(den ΘL  is variable neither T-1 nor T-2. 
2.3  The expressions of the Riemannian curvature tensor and the Einstein equation 
For the Riemann curvature tensor µρνσR , according to (5) and (10) we have 
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         (23) 
Because µνλF  is a tensor in the global manifold coordinate system (when the local frame 
coordinate system is fixed), the operation of the covariant derivative for µνλF  is significative. 
We see that the Riemann curvature tensor µρνσR  is determined completely by µνλF , that 
means that the characters of curve of the Riemannian geometry are determined completely by 
µνλF . 
As well known, R  is a scalar not only in the global manifold coordinate system, but also in 
the local frame coordinate system. On the other hand, notice νµλµνλ FF −= , we can rewrite 




Rg σρσρ , 
where denG−L  is expressed by (11). According to the above formula and the discussion in §2.2, 










µ )(2)(2  
under T-2, where )(xW µ  is given by (22), we see that Rg−  is invariable. And, further, it can 
be proved easily that aeg µdet =−  is also invariable under T-2, R  is thus invariable under T-2. 
This can be seemed as a proof of the conclusion that R  is a scalar in the local frame coordinate 
system. 






1 =−  can be 
expressed by µνλF . For the sake of brevity, we define 
σµσλνσνσλµµνλµνλ FgFgFS −+= ,                     (24) 
µνλS  is a three-index tensor for the global manifold coordinate system (when the local frame 
coordinate system is fixed) and can by proved to be antisymmetric in the first pair of indices: 
νµλµνλ SS −= .                              (25) 
From (24) we have 
λµλλµλ FS 2−= ; 
And, thus, using λµλS
2






1 −+= .                   (26) 


















































   (27) 





GsS =+  
( ) µνµνµρσνρσµλνλ πΓ TgcGsgSgSgx −=−+−+−∂∂ 48 . 





























µνλαµν ˆˆ eSS =  
satisfies 
( ) ανµνανµναµνν π ˆ4ˆˆ 8~ eTgcGesgSgx −=−−−∂∂ , 







1   
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This is the third equivalent form of the Einstein equation. We see that the Christoffel symbol νρσΓ  
vanishes in the expression of µνs~ . Notice  
ανµαµν ˆˆ SS −= , 
according to the above third equivalent form of the Einstein equation we have 



















































3  The Dirac equation in curved spacetime and the action of TGESF 









x Ψγσγγ µµβαχβαχµµ hh  








x Ψγσγγ µµαβαβµµµµ hh ,      (28) 




i)( ,2)}( ),({ , )(
; ] ,[
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where )(xΨ  is the Pauli conjugate of )(xΨ . The total action of the interaction of gravitational, 























               (31) 
where denG−L  and denD−L  are expressed by (11) and (30), respectively; and the Lagrange 





µνµ FggFAAFFFL =−=−=−  ,  , 4
1
 ,  , 
0
denEM .       (32) 
It is obvious that the both Dirac equation and action given by (28) and (30) respectively are 
invariable under T-1. Contrarily, under T-2, assuming that the wave function )(xΨ changes 
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according to 
)()()( xxSx ΨΨ → , 
where )(xS  satisfies 
αβα
β γγΛ ˆ1ˆˆˆ )()()( =− xSxxS .                        (33) 
























































































∂− .                 (34) 
For this purpose, it is enough to consider the case of the local infinitesimal Lorentz 
transformations 


























β ϖηϖϖδΛϖδΛ =−=+= . 





βα ϖσ−= ; 
Substituting the above expressions to the right- and left-hand of (34), respectively, we therefore 
see that (34) holds, that means that the Dirac equation given by (28) is invariable under T-2. 







00γβ  in the standard 
representation of the Dirac matrices, and notice that )(xS  satisfying (33) satisfies 
ββ =+ )()( xSxS , 
we can prove that denD−L  given by (30) is also invariable under T-2. 
One can try to add other terms into (31), however, (31) itself has already been variable 
neither under T-1 nor the T-2, that means that the theory given by (31) can be as a independent 
theory. It is obvious that the theory given by (31) is minimal theory on the interaction of 
gravitational, electromagnetic and spinor field. 
The interactional term of gravitational field and spinor particle in (30) 
)()()()(
4
1 xxxxcF ΨσγΨ αβµαβµh−  is independent of some parameters of spinor particle, e.g., 
the mass m of the particle; in other words, the interaction of gravitational field and spinor particle 
given by (30) also satisfies the equivalence principle. 
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Now we summarize the whole transformations with the gauge transformations (T-3) and the 
corresponding characters of transformations of GESL  in Table 1. 
 
Tab. 1  The characters of transformations of GESL  





















)(xΨ  )(xΨ = ))~(( xxΨ  )(~)()( xxSx ΨΨ =  )(~e)( )(i xx xΨΨ θ=  


















4  Gravitational field being as a gauge field 
4.1  The introduction of gravitational field in terms of the principle of gauge invariance 
based on the Dirac equation 
Gravitational field can be introduced in terms of the method of introducing Yang-Mills gauge 
field based on the Dirac equation. Let us start from the Dirac equation in flat spacetime in which 







ψγ αα h , 
where αγ ˆ  are constant matrices. For the purpose obtaining a corresponding equation that holds 
in an arbitrary coordinate system, after an arbitrary coordinate transformation 
)(ˆˆ λαα xXX = ,                              (35) 
we obtain the Dirac equation in an arbitrary noninertial system 





























                    (36) 
Notice that the effect of the original flat spacetime coordinate system }{ αˆX  does not vanish 
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The similar case occurs on other fields as well. For instance, after the coordinate 












ϕη βαβα h , 
changes to 



































We see that in the above Klein-Gordon equation in an arbitrary noninertial system, the original flat 
spacetime coordinate system }{ αˆX  still works by β
ν
α







Now we go back to (36). For the purpose removing fully the effect of the special coordinate 
system }{ αˆX , we do another arbitrary coordinate transformation for }{ αˆX  
)(
ˆˆˆ |)( λβαα ξ xXX = ,                           (37) 
in (37), the subscript )( λx  means that the form of the coordinate transformation 
)( ˆˆˆ βαα ξXX =  maybe different at different spacetime point. It is obvious that the effect of the 
original special coordinate system }{ αˆX  is removed fully after the coordinate transformation 
(37). 
Under the coordinate transformation (37), the quantities in (36) change according to 
. )()(  , )()( ; )( , )(

































































β ΛΛ =  is a function of the coordinate }{ µx , that means that αβΛ ˆˆ  at different spacetime 







ex Ψγ µµαα h .                      (38) 
Comparing the above equation with (36), we see that the form of (36) has been changed. 
However, if we try to change )(~ ˆ xαγ  to the original αγ ˆ , then the equation remains in the same 
form.. For this purpose, we set that )(xΨ  changes according to 
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)(~)()( xxSx ΨΨ = , 














exSxxS Ψγγ µµααµµαα h , 
and assuming 
αα γγ ˆˆ1 )()(~)( =− xSxxS , 














e Ψγγ µµααµµαα h . 




xSxSe Ψγ µµαα ∂
∂−  appears. For removing this extra term, we have to add a term F  into 







e Ψγ µµαα h . 








∂+= −− )()(~i~)()( 1ˆˆ1                    (39) 





µ σγ−=                          (40) 
satisfies (39). 
Now that µνλF  appears in the theory, we have to add the action )( µνλFL  about µνλF  
itself. We ask the action )( µνλFL  is variable neither under the coordinate 
transformation ( )νµµ xxx ~=  nor (37). According to the anterior discussion we know that the 
action given by (6) and (11) about µνλF  itself is invariable under the coordinate 
transformation ( )νµµ xxx ~= , and the change under (37) is only an integral of a total derivative that 
is dynamically irrelevant, this is acceptable. 
4.2  The gravitational potential 
    So far, the metric tensor µνg  has being regarded as the basic variable in large numbers of 
works. It is usually split two parts: µνµνµν hgg += , where the c-number quantity µνg  is as 
the background field, one can choose simply[7] µνµν η=g , this is allowable in terms of the 
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equivalence principle, and µνh  is regarded as the gravitational potential. 
However, we have to choose the tetrad field αµ
ˆe  as the basic variable here, because only αµ
ˆe  
can expresses completely µνλF  by which the Lagrange density of the gravitational field denG−L  
expressed by (11) that we use here is constructed. 
If αµ






 , ee =  then from (10), 0=µνλF , and, further, from (23), =µρνσR 0, 
this is so called the condition of integrability. As well known[12], in this case we can find out a 
coordinate transformation )( λµµ Xxx =  so as to µνλµν η=)(Xg  in the special coordinate 
system }{ λX .  








 , ee ≠ . In this case we can split )(ˆ λαµ xe  into the trivial part )(ˆ λαµ xh  and the nontrivial 













ˆ )(                               (41) 
satisfies 



















µ δ ˆˆ )( =xh ,                              (42) 
this is allowable in terms of the equivalence principle. 





µ xhxexh −=                        (43) 
of )(ˆ λαµ xe  denote real gravitational field, we therefore can regard )(
ˆ λα
µ xh  as the gravitational 
potential. 
Differing from the Yang-Mill field for which it is the potential aAµ  that interacts with the 
Dirac field, from (10), (43) and (28) we see that, for gravitational field, it is the gravitational 
field-strength µνλF  including the (first) derivative of the gravitational potential 
α
µ
ˆh , but not only 
the gravitational potential αµ
ˆh , that interacts with the Dirac field, this result arises from the 
equivalence principle. Because, according to the equivalence principle, gravity at a local area can 
be vanished, the derivative of αµ
ˆh  means the effect of the gravitational field that cannot be 
vanished at a local area[12].  
4.3  The groups of coordinate transformations of gravitational field 
We have shown that how to introduce gravitational field based on the principle of gauge 
invariance under the two coordinate transformations: T-1 and T-2. As well known, the both T-1 
and T-2 construct the groups UT-1 and UT-2, respectively. An arbitrary element u  in the groups 
UT-1 is 
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The manner that u  acts on other quantities in the theory can be obtained by analogous method. 
Accordingly, an arbitrary element uˆ  in the group UT-2 is )(ˆˆ xαβΛ , according to (15), the manner 
that uˆ  acts on αµ








µ Λ ˆˆˆˆˆˆ )(~)( exeeu ==  . 
The manner that uˆ  acts on other quantities in the theory can be obtained by analogous method. 
However, we have to consider the case that the both coordinate transformations T-1 and T-2 
concur, that means that we must compose the two groups UT-1 and UT-2 to a bigger group 































































i.e., uuuu ˆˆ = . The manner that uu ˆ  acts on other quantities in the theory can be obtained by 
analogous method. 
Especially, for the infinitesimal group of coordinate transformations )2-(T)1-(T∆ ∧U  in which 










































                (44) 
where βγγβ
α
βγαγβ ϖϖϖηϖ ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ ∆∆  , ∆∆ −== ; and the second order infinitesimal quantities in (44) 
are dropped. The manner that uu ˆ∆∆  acts on other quantities in the theory can be obtained by 
analogous method. 
There are ten independent parameters in )2-(T)1-(T∆ ∧U . We choose  
3) 2, 1, 0,(  ∆
, ∆  , ∆  , ∆


















                   (45) 
to be as the ten independent parameters. 
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4.4  The constraint conditions for )(ˆ λαµ xh  
According to the discussion of §4.2, )(ˆ λαµ xh  which has 16 componentsis now used as the 
gravitational potential of the theory; from the discussion of §4.3 we see that the theory is 
invariable under )2-(T)1-(T∆ ∧U  which has ten independent parameters, we therefore have to add 
ten constraint conditions. 
In fact, in traditional general relativity we know that if we want to express αµ
ˆe  which has 16 
components in terms of the metric tensor µνg  which has 10 components, we have to add six 
constraint conditions; and, further, there are only six independent equations in the Einstein 
equation[12], we have to add four extra equations as the constraint conditions for determining ten 
components of the metric tensor µνg . So we have to add ten constraint conditions on 
α
µ
ˆe  in all. 
For the ten constraint conditions, existence, completeness and consistency of a group of 
constraint conditions are necessary. The existence means that there are special element 00uˆu  in 
the group )2-(T)1-(T ∧U , i.e., there are two special coordinate transformations )~(
λµµ xxx =  and 
βα
β
α ξΛξ ˆˆˆˆ ~d)(d x= , to make that the given ten constraint conditions hold; the completeness means 
that the given ten constraint conditions can take out completely the nonphysical degrees of 
freedom, the consistency means that there is not any conflict between the given ten constraint 
conditions. 









h ν  
( 3 2, 1, 0,=ν ) for µνµνµν η−= gh  which much like the Coulomb gauge in 
quantum-electrodynamics, we choose the following ten equations as the constraint conditions: 
3 2, 1, 0, ,  ,   , 0  3; 2, 1, 0,  , 1 ˆˆ =>=== µαµαα αµαα ee  
namely, 
. 0 , 0 , 0














kefef kkαααα          (46) 
Notice that although (46) shows that the ten constraint conditions act on αµ
ˆe , they act on actually 
the gravitational potential αµ
ˆh  by (43), (42) or (41). 
All the discussions on the physical reason choosing (46), the existence, completeness and 
consistency of (46) are given in the Appendix. Here we only point out a character of (46) and two 
concludes arising from the character. 
From the discussion in Appendix we know that if (A4) and at the same time (A7) hold, then 
µνλF  is only a function of µνg  and the first derivative of µνg : 
) , ( ρσαρσµνλµνλ ggFF ∂= . 
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The following two concludes thus arise from the above character. 
①  From (11) we know that the Lagrange density of the gravitational field 
) , (denGdenG ρσαρσ ggLL ∂= −−  is likewise a function of µνg  and the first derivative of µνg  
now. This is quite different from some earlier covariant quantum theory of gravity in which 
∫ − x4dgR  is chosen to be as the action, after dropping some total derivative terms, some 
second derivative terms of µνg  still remain in the action. 
② Because now the both µνλF  and denG−L  are functions of µνg  and the first derivative 
of µνg , if µνλF  and denG−L  are linearized, then we can obtain a theory of spin-2 field which 
differs from, although is quite similar to, the Fierz-representation of spin-2 field[4]. Because the 
Fierz tensor µνλf  has the following characters: 
0  , =++−= λµννλµµνλνµλµνλ fffff . 
We see, the first of the above two characters is completely the same as (13) and (25); however, 
neither µνλF  nor µνλS  defined by (10) and (24) respectively has the second character. In fact, 




















































































So, it seems as if the spin-2 field based on the Fierz tensor is improper for general relativity. 




µ xhxexh −=  but 
not µνµνµν ggh −=  in the present paper. 
4.5  Summarization 
We see, the form of general relativity has already been changed to accord with the standard 
form of the theory of field, especially, to satisfy the principle of gauge invariance. In this theory of 
gravitational field, the potential of the field is )(ˆ λαµ xh ; the field-strength is µνλF  which is a 
function of )(ˆ λαµ xh  and the first derivative of )(
ˆ λα
µ xh ; the action of the theory are given by (6) 
and (11); the group of the gauge transformation is that of coordinate transformation )2-(T)1-(T ∧U ; 
finally, the equation of field is one of the three equivalent form of the Einstein equation presented 
in §2.3. 
If we add the theory on measure, e.g., for infinitesimal coordinate distance µxd  at 
spacetime point µPx , the actual measured results of observer is 
µλα
µ
αξ xxe )d(d Pˆˆ = , etc, then we 
can try to use the theory of gravitational field based on the conception of field presented here to 
replace general relativity based on the geometrical conceptions. 
However, could we remove fully the geometrical conceptions in the theory of gravitational 
field? For instance, could the Riemann curvature tensor be seemed as to be defined by (23) in 
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terms of µνλF  and, is the purpose that one defines the quantity 
µ
ρνσR  merely for convenience? 
This question will be studied in further. 
 
5  Quantization of the pure gravitational field 
    When we try to quantize the pure gravitational field, if we use the canonical quantization 
procedure, in spite of the complexity arised from the constraint conditions, what we face at first is 
the choice of the temporal axis, that means that we have to use a special method, e.g., that of ADM 
3+1 decomposition[16], to prescribe the temporal axis in the 4-dimensional spacetime. 
    However, the Feynman's method of path integral maybe avoids the problem of prescribing 
the temporal axis in the 4-dimensional spacetime. Because, ① What used in the Feynman's 
method of path integral is only the Lagrange density, but not the Hamiltonian density. And, neither ( )αµˆdenG det eL −  nor ( )αµˆdenGES det eL −  asks to prescribe the temporal axis in the 4-dimensional 
spacetime, where denG−L  and denGES−L  are given by (11) and (31), respectively. ② From the 
discussion in Appendix we know that the ten constraint conditions given by (46) do not depend 
upon prescribing the temporal axis in the 4-dimensional spacetime. 
When we use the Feynman's method of path integral to quantize the pure gravitational field, 
we can use the Faddeev-Popov method[15] to deal with an arbitrary group of constraint conditions 
if only the given group of constraint conditions has the characters of existence, completeness and 
consistency. Because the set of coordinate transformations )2-(T)1-(T ∧U  that leads to the 
appearance of ten constraint conditions has the character of group, it is just this character that 
makes the Faddeev-Popov method holds in this case. 
For obtaining the Faddeev-Popov determinant[15], after the infinitesimal coordinate 













































































































































































where )(bε  are given by (45); the elements of the metric abM  are 
.  , 0
, 1 ,  , 0 ,  , 0
;  , 0
, 1 , 0 ,  , 0
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Now we can write out immediately the vacuum-vacuum transition amplitude of the pure 
gravitational field in terms of the Feynman's method of path integral with the ten constraint 















































     (49) 
where denghostdenG
)(  and  , −− LLf
a  are given by (46), (11) and (48), respectively; the Lagrange 
density of the terms of external sources 
llmm
JK CKCKeJL ++=− αµµα ˆˆden .                     (50) 




















































As well known, the whole dynamics of pure quantized gravitational field are determined 
completely by (49) or (51). 
For gravitational field, we have to add the theory on measure, e.g., for infinitesimal 
coordinate distance µxd  at spacetime point µPx , the actual measured results of observer is 
µλα
µ
αξ xxe )d(d Pˆˆ = , etc (see §4.5). However, )(ˆ λαµ xh  in )(ˆ λαµ xe  is now quantized, this will 
bring important influence for the results of observation. On the other hand, just due to the 
quantized )(ˆ λαµ xh  in )(
ˆ λα
µ xe  and its influence for the process of observation, we can say that 
the spacetime is quantized. 
 
6  Quantum theory of the interaction of gravitational, electromagnetic 
 and spinor field 
    For electromagnetic field in (31) and (32), simply choosing the temporal gauge 
00 =A ,                                  (52) 
As well known, the temporal gauge is existent and for which there is no the corresponding 
Faddeev-Popov ghost, now we can write out immediately the vacuum-vacuum transition 
amplitude of the TGESF 
, )det()det(























































h      (53) 
where    and    , denDdenEMdenqG −−−− LLL are given by (49), (32) and (30), respectively; the 
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Lagrange density of the terms of external sources 
ΨΨµµ kkAjL jk ++=−den .                     (54) 







 in (53), we obtain 
( ) , |)det()det(
|
,  diexpDDDDDD1




















































  (55) 
where effdenqG −−−L  is given by (51). 
As well known, the whole dynamics of quantized TGESF is determined completely by (53) 
or (55). 
Thus, the both quantum theory of pure gravitational field and that of TGESF are presented 
completely. The characters of the theories will be studied in further, for instance, could the 
theories overcome divergencies? Or could the all divergencies in the theories be absorbed in a 
field renormalization?  
 
 
Appendix  The constraint conditions for )(ˆ λαµ xh  
As first, we present some constraint conditions which are more than ten, and then, we discuss 
the characters of the ten constraint conditions in §4.4. 
A-1  Some constraint conditions 
What constraint conditions we present here are based on physical investigation. 
① The physical constraint conditions 
For the request that the characters of gravitational field at every spacetime point should can 
be observed by observer, the necessary condition is that observer should can be resting at every 
spacetime point. As well known, this necessary condition leads to 
3 2, 1, 0,  , 0)( =< ααg ; 
























ggg =≡=== . (A1) 
We therefore choose 
01)( =+αg                                (A2) 




)()( =++ +ααα εxCg ,                         (A3) 
where 3 2, 1, 0,  , )()( =αα xC  are four arbitrary c-number functions being irrelevant to µνg  or 
α
µ
ˆe ; for avoiding the case of )(αg =0 when 0)()( =xC α , we add four arbitrary infinitesimal 
positive c-numbers 3 2, 1, 0,  , )( =+ αε α . 
It is obvious that the four constraint conditions given by (A2) or (A3) act on µνg , 
substituting (1) to (A2) or (A3), the four constraint conditions thus act on αµ
ˆe . 
Is there a general coordinate transformation that ensures that (A2) or (A3) holds for an 
arbitrary manifold coordinate system? I cannot prove this conclusion. The reason that the four 
constraint conditions given by (A2) or (A3) are introduced is based completely on taking account 
of the physical process of observation; we therefore call them the physical constraint conditions. 
However, it is due to the physical reason that (A2) or (A3) is introduced, maybe we could 
father (A2) or (A3) upon an arbitrary coordinate system, i.e., for an arbitrary coordinate system, 
we ask that there exists at least a coordinate transformation making that (A2) or (A3) holds in the 
new coordinate system. Contrarily, for given metric tensor µνg  in a coordinate system, if there is 
not any coordinate transformation making that (A2) or (A3) holds in the new coordinate system, 
then such µνg  has not any physical meaning, because the characters of gravitational field at 
every spacetime point cannot be observed by observer in principle. 
② The resting constraint conditions 
Now that observer can be resting at every spacetime point, according to the physical meaning 
of the tetrad αµ
ˆe , for infinitesimal coordinate distance µxd  at spacetime point µPx , the actual 
measured results of observer is µλαµ
αξ xxe )d(d Pˆˆ = , especially, the spacial part 
lk
l






µξ +== ; 
and, further, for the spacial fixed point, 0d =lx , if observer is indeed resting at the spacial fixed 
point, then observer is sure to obtain =kˆdξ 0. This investigation leads to 
3 2, 1,  , 0ˆ0 == kek .                            (A4) 
We call (A4) the resting constraint conditions. 
    It can be can proved that we can always enable (A4) to hold by a local Lorentz 
transformations for arbitrary αµ
ˆe ; and, further, notice that there are three equations in (A4), for 
enabling (A4) to hold, the three of the six independent components in a Lorentz transformation are 
used only. 
The form of (A4) is simple, but it leads to a series of conclusions. 
Setting 0==νµ  in (1), considering (A4) we obtain 000ˆ0 ge −= ; and, further, setting 



















e −= ,                    (A5) 
where (2) is used. We see that 0ˆµe , being one of the four 
α
µ
ˆe , is completely determined under the 
conditions (A4). 













































   (A6) 
We see that νλ0F  can be expressed completely by the metric tensor µνg  in this case. 
③ The triangular constraint conditions 
We can generalize (A4) to the form  
3 2, 1, ,  ;   , 0ˆ =>= lklkekl . 
namely, 




1 === eee .                        (A7) 
    It can be can proved that we can always enable (A7) as well as (A4) at the same time to hold 
by a local Lorentz transformations for arbitrary αµ
ˆe ; the six constraint conditions (A4) and (A7) 
make that all six independent components in a Lorentz transformation are used over. 
According to (A7) and using the method obtaining (A5) from (A4), (1) and (2), the all ke ˆµ  
and µ
k
e ˆ  can be determined completely by the metric tensor µνg : 
. 1
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        (A9) 
We call (A7) the triangular constraint conditions since the both kle
ˆ
 and lke ˆ  make up of a 3
×3 triangular matrix, respectively. Combining (A5) with (A8) and (A9) we see that the both αµˆe  
and µαˆe  make up of a 4×4 triangular matrix under the resting and the triangular constraint 
conditions. 
    ④ The simplest constraint conditions 
Notice that under the resting constraint conditions (A5), 0ˆµe  that is one of the four 
α
µ
ˆe  is 
completely determined. On the other hand, Ref. [11] points out that, in this case (i.e., one of the 
four αµ
ˆe  is completely determined), we can choose other 3 2, 1, , ˆ =kekµ  to make the Ricci’s 
coefficients of rotation γβα ˆˆˆr  satisfy 
3 2, , 1 ,   ;   , 0ˆˆ0ˆˆˆ0ˆ =≠=+ babarr abba .                   (A10) 
namely 
0  , 0  , 0 2ˆ3ˆ0ˆ3ˆ2ˆ0ˆ1ˆ3ˆ0ˆ3ˆ1ˆ0ˆ1ˆ2ˆ0ˆ2ˆ1ˆ0ˆ =+=+=+ rrrrrr .              (A11) 
In Ref. [11], this is called the simplest case, because (A11) makes the independent components of 
the Ricci’s coefficients of rotation to reduce to 21 from at most 24 (see (12)) in the 4-dimensional 
Riemannian geometry, we therefore call (A11) the simplest constraint conditions, although the 
form of (53) is most complex in all presented constraint conditions. 
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    (A12) 
From (A12) we see that (A11) leads to 
0  , 0  , 0 2ˆ0 , 3ˆ3ˆ0 , 2ˆ1ˆ0 , 3ˆ3ˆ0 , 1ˆ1ˆ0 , 2ˆ2ˆ0 , 1ˆ =+=+=+ λλλλλλλλλλλλ eeeeeeeeeeee ,        (A13) 
where βλβλ η ˆˆˆˆ ee aa = , )( ˆˆˆ βµλλ eee aa =  are determined by the equations νµνααµ δ=ˆˆ ee . We see that 
differing from the algebraic constraint conditions (A2), (A3), (A4) and (A7), (A13) is a 
differential constraint conditions. 
From (A10) and the last expression in (A12) we obtain three independent equations 
3 2, , 1 ,   ;   , 0ˆˆ0 , =≠= babaeeg bmallm .                    (A14) 
















η .                 (A15) 
On the other hand, there are the nine unknowns 3) 2, , 1 , ( ˆ =laeal , and they can be determined 
completely by the equations (A14) and (A15). 
A-2  The choice of a group of constraint conditions in terms of the conditions of existence,  
completeness and consistency 
Now we choose ten constraint conditions from (A2), (A3), (A4), (A7) and (A13), which must 
satisfy existence, completeness and consistency defined in §4.4. 
Either (A4) with (A7) or (A4) with (A13) can reduce to 10 from 16 independent components 
of αµ
ˆe , and then, using (A2) or (A3) can reduce further to 6. So, arbitrary one of the following 
four groups of constraint conditions has completeness 
(A4) + (A7) + (A2) ; (A4) + (A7) + (A3) ; (A4) + (A13) + (A2) ; (A4) + (A13) + (A3) . 
From the expressions of (A5), (A8) and (A9) we see, if (A2) or (A3) holds, then all (A5), 
(A8) and (A9) are hold, because (A2) or (A3) makes the every square root in (A5), (A8) and (A9) 
is significative. So the both groups of constraint conditions (A4) + (A7) + (A2) and (A4) + (A7) + 
(A3) have the consistency. 
We have discussed the existence of (A4) and (A7), and pointed out that it cannot be proved 
whether there is a general coordinate transformation that ensures that (A2) or (A3) holds for an 
arbitrary manifold coordinate system. However, if the conclude "(A2) or (A3) holds for an 
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arbitrary manifold coordinate system" is acceptable based on the foregoing physical reason, then 
the existence of the two groups of constraint conditions (A4) + (A7) + (A2) and (A4) + (A7) + 
(A3) are obvious. 
A-3  The characters of the ten constraint conditions in §4.4 
We therefore try to choose (A2)+(A4)+(A7) or (A3)+(A4)+(A7) as ten constraint conditions. 




















0)0( )()()()(  , )()()(  , )()(  ,)( eeeegeeegeegeg −=−=−=−= , 
in this case we see that (A2) can be simplified to the form 
3) 2, 1, 0,(  1ˆ == αααe .                        (A16) 
(A16), (A4) and (A7) are just (46). This group of constraint conditions has the following 
characters: 
① Notice that there is no any derivative term of µνg  in all (A5), (A8) and (A9), if we use 
(A8) to substitute ke ˆν  in the expression of νλkF  given by (A6), we see that there is no any 
second derivative term of µνg  in the expression of µνλF ; And, further, from the discussion in 
the Section 2 we know that µνλF  is a tensor in the global manifold coordinate system when the 
local frame coordinate system is fixed, that means that if we start from (A6) in which ke ˆν  is 
substituted by (A8), after an arbitrary general coordinate transformation, what the expression of 
µνλF  we obtain is still only a function of µνg  and the first derivative of µνg . That means that 
if (A4) and at the same time (A7) hold, then µνλF  is only a function of µνg  and the first 
derivative of µνg : 
) , ( ρσζρσµνλµνλ ggFF ∂= . 
② It is obvious that (A16) does not depend upon prescribing the temporal axis in the 
4-dimensional spacetime. On the other hand, although it is due to the physical reason that (A4)  
is introduced, the elements of αµ
ˆe  at last make up of a 4×4 triangular matrix under the constraint 
conditions (A4) and (A7). On the other hand, according to an algebraical theorem, an arbitrary 
symmetrical nn ×  matrix µνg  can always be written in the product of a triangular matrix and 
its transposed matrix if and only if the all principal minors )1,  2, 1, 0,(  )( −⋅⋅⋅= ng αα  of µνg  
do not equalize zero. (In fact, (1), (A5), (A8) and (A9) can be seemed as a proof of the theorem 
when 4=n .) Thus, we can choose other conditions substituting (A4) and (A7) to make the 
elements of αµ
ˆe  make up of a 4×4 triangular matrix, that means that (A4) and (A7) do not 
depend upon prescribing the temporal axis in the 4-dimensional spacetime in principle. So the ten 
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